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“Our human compassion binds us the one to the other – not in pity or 

patronizingly, but as human beings who have learnt how to turn our 

common suffering into hope for the future.” 

Nelson Mandela 

  

Mandela’s words eloquently summarize the common underlying drive, which has 

inspired many people to enter into the field of humanitarian disaster response, 

including my own. Having studied Disaster Management at University and spent 

some time volunteering in the earthquake devastated Haiti I was thrilled to join 

World Vision Lebanon in early 2013 in response to the Syria Crisis. No amount of 

study or previous experience could have prepared me for what I witness every day. 

As the Syria crisis enters its fifth year, more than one million Syrian refugees, 

mostly women and children, have fled into Lebanon. The vast majority are living 

amongst Lebanese communities, staying with relatives or friends, renting 

accommodation, residing in empty shops and buildings or pitching tents on privately 

owned land. Those living in rented accommodation are often paying extremely high 

rents, forcing several families to co-habit, sometimes as many as 20 people sleeping 

in a room together. Many have lost a family member, witnessed extreme acts of 

violence or been the victims of such acts. Before Lebanon, I was used to seeing 

children drawing pictures of joy and playful fantasies, here I only see drawings of 

tanks, guns and dead relatives as a testimony of the severity of their suffering. 

Many refugees have come from relatively comfortable lives, having enjoyed good 

services in Syria and relative stability over the last 20 years. Yet, they have arrived 

in Lebanon with only the possessions they can carry. Women will often share 

memories of their old houses and their happy lives back in Syria, where their 

children would grow up in the safety of their fruit gardens. Today, they tell me how 

their children are forced to sleep in knee-deep snow during the winter months, as 

they are unable to afford to rent an apartment. 

As a Latvian in Lebanon, I have experienced firsthand the deep generosity and 

warm-heartedness of the Lebanese people. As is customary with any new arrivals, I 

have been welcomed into their homes and treated as one of their own. Similarly, the 

Lebanese host communities have also welcomed the Syrian refugees.  They have 

been sharing key resources (water, electricity) and accepting their rights to access 

health and education services within the community. The international community 

has responded to this crisis largely by helping the refugees, whilst Lebanese families 
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who now face their own crisis, are too often forgotten. The initial welcoming attitude 

of many Lebanese is now turning to anger. The cost of living is going up, whilst it is 

getting harder for people to find work, self employed laborers and those without 

formal employment feel that they cannot compete with Syrians willing to work for 

lower wages. Schools and healthcare centers are struggling to keep up with the 

massive demand for services, infrastructure in cracking under pressure, evidenced 

by the recent garbage pile-up in the streets of Beirut. There is a widespread 

perception that Syrians are now living in better conditions than many local people, 

and inevitably it’s the children in these families who bear the brunt of this crisis. 

International and National aid agencies, such as World Vision work tirelessly around 

the clock in order to respond to the needs of all vulnerable persons, both Syrian 

refugees and Lebanese host communities. 

In World Vision, I form part of a team of people who design emergency aid projects, 

source finding for them and manage the way these funds are utilized. World Vision is 

global aid agency, which has been working to eradicate poverty in Lebanon since 

1975. Since the beginning of the Syria Crisis, World Vision has reached more than 

300,000 persons with projects aimed at improving outcomes in water, sanitation and 

hygiene, distribution of food, cash and non-food items, provision of education and 

child protection programs. With no end in sight for the Syria Crisis, needs are 

growing and emergency aid projects are in continued demand. 

Despite the best efforts of World Vision and other agencies, needs still remain and 

available funding to support both the Syria refugees and Lebanese host communities 

is rapidly running dry. The problems in Lebanon require not only aid but also a 

peaceful solution to the crisis in Syria. Without peace in Syria, the future of Lebanon 

will remain uncertain, and it is therefore critical that the international community 

finds a way to end the conflict. It is the responsibility of all to ensure that the 

children who are fearful today will be hopeful tomorrow. 
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